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Abstract

Despite the advancements of Large Language001
Models (LLMs), their effectiveness in legal002
reasoning is limited due to unique legal ter-003
minologies and the need for highly specialized004
knowledge. These limitations can be addressed005
with high-quality data for complex legal rea-006
soning. To this end, this paper introduces a007
benchmark, LegalSemi, annotated with IRAC008
(Issue, Rule, Application, Conclusion) for le-009
gal scenario analysis, developed by legal ex-010
perts. It includes 54 legal scenarios annotated011
with full IRAC analysis and an associated struc-012
tured knowledge graph (SKG). Our analysis re-013
veals that Mistral-7b, a state-of-the-art LLM, is014
particularly adept at identifying legal concepts,015
while GPT-3.5 shows superior performance in016
analysis and conclusion tasks. Notably, stan-017
dard LLMs face challenges in rule retrieval,018
an issue significantly mitigated by integrating019
SKG, which enhances the accuracy by 48%.020
LegalSemi serves as an innovative and valuable021
benchmark for complex legal reasoning, with022
the potential for broader applications across023
various legal domains.024

1 Introduction025

Access to justice is a broad social problem. Two-026

thirds of people in the United States experienced027

at least one legal issue in the past four years, with028

less than half of those problems having been com-029

pletely resolved 1. In India, more than 10,490 legal030

cases in Supreme Court of India have been pending031

for more than a decade (Madhana and Subhashree,032

2022). IRAC framework (Metzler, 2002), standing033

for issue, rule, application, and conclusion, is the034

problem solving framework widely used by legal035

professionals to determine legal questions, facilitat-036

ing legal reasoning to extract and transform facts037

in a legal scenario into a legal conclusion.038

1https://iaals.du.edu/publications/
justice-needs-and-satisfaction-united-states-america

AI models, in particular large language models 039

(LLMs), demonstrate great potentials to improve 040

access to justice (Krasadakis et al., 2024). However, 041

it is still challenging for LLMs to perform IRAC 042

analysis on legal scenarios. The recent study (Kang 043

et al., 2023) shows that ChatGPT fails to solve le- 044

gal problems with IRAC completely correct on any 045

of the evaluated legal scenarios. In a large propor- 046

tion of the scenarios, ChatGPT managed to draw 047

correct conclusions but produced wrong interme- 048

diate reasoning steps. In majority of the scenarios, 049

ChatGPT was not able to cite correct legal rules 050

during legal analysis. In real-world, it is crucial 051

for legal professionals to understand every single 052

reasoning step that leads to the final conclusion. 053

We conjecture that i) LLMs, e.g. ChatGPT, do 054

not fully understand the underlying legal knowl- 055

edge; ii) errors in IRAC analysis may attribute to 056

the well-known hallucination problem of LLMs 057

(Rawte et al., 2023). 058

Recent advances show that it is possible to miti- 059

gate the hallucination problem of LLMs by lever- 060

aging structured knowledge graphs (SKGs) (Pan 061

et al., 2024). SKGs can enhance LLMs in terms 062

of interpretability and faithfulness by providing 063

external knowledge (Kim et al., 2024). If legal 064

knowledge is stored in SKGs, it is also easy to keep 065

it up-to-date, in accordance with the revisions of 066

legislation. Unfortunately, existing IRAC datasets 067

do not contain any SKGs for legal knowledge. 068

To address the problems above, we carefully 069

curate LegalSemi, a dataset comprising legal sce- 070

narios relevant to the “Formation of Contract” in 071

Malaysian Contract Law, accompanied by rich 072

structured IRAC analysis carried out by top law 073

students. We extract structured semantic informa- 074

tion from a law textbook and a legislation in a 075

semi-automatic manner to build an SKG. In the 076

SKG, a node represents either a legal concept, a 077

court case, a legal rule, the interpretation of a legal 078

rule or a concept in lay language, or relevant meta 079
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information, while an edge between two nodes de-080

notes their relation. The rigorous layout in the081

textbook and the legislation facilitates rule-based082

extraction of semantic relations between legal con-083

cepts as well as their relations to legal rules and084

interpretations. We demonstrate the usefulness of085

the SKG for LLMs through extensive experiments086

and obtain the following key findings:087

• Following (Kang et al., 2023), we apply an088

LLM to decompose a legal question into a089

set of simpler questions, followed by rule re-090

trieval and performing legal analysis to answer091

each decomposed question. Incorporating le-092

gal concepts from the SKG, we improve the093

quality of decomposed question generation by094

6%. Those improved decomposed questions095

lead to a significant 21% of improvement in096

application and a 13% enhancement in draw-097

ing conclusions.098

• By enhancing an LLM with the structured le-099

gal knowledge in the SKG, we achieve a 60%100

increase in recall and a 12% improvement in101

the F1 score at top-5 results of rule retrieval.102

The improvement of rule retrieval further en-103

hance the legal analysis in application by 48%.104

We found that legal concepts greatly help in105

bridging the semantic gaps between facts in106

scenarios and rules in the legislation. The in-107

terpretations in lay language further reduce108

language gaps between scenarios in lay lan-109

guage and statutes in legalese.110

2 Dataset111

LegalSemi is constructed based on Contract Law112

Malaysia. The dataset is valuable because the le-113

gal documents pertinent to this law are less likely114

to be memorized by the existing LLMs. Besides,115

contracts are important legal documents that are116

common in everyday life. As it is time-consuming117

for law students to annotate legal scenarios, we118

focus on formation of contracts, which is one of119

the most important subareas of the Contract Law,120

and it includes rich and representative scenarios for121

IRAC analysis.122

To build the dataset, we start by collecting le-123

gal scenarios pertaining to formation of contracts,124

followed by annotating the scenarios with legal con-125

cepts that could eventually support complete IRAC126

analysis. In order to address the limitations of127

LLMs, including i) wrong references to statutes and128

precedents, ii) gaps between everyday language 129

and legalese, and iii) weak legal reasoning capa- 130

bility, we construct a structured knowledge graph 131

(SKG) to support neuro-symbolic approaches. 132

2.1 Scenarios Collection 133

To ensure diversity of scenarios and coverage of le- 134

gal concepts pertinent to formation of contracts, we 135

gather scenarios based on the law textbook “Law 136

for Business” (Trakic et al., 2022) used by law 137

students when studying contract law. 138

In particular, we choose five main topics: offer 139

and acceptance, consideration, certainty, capacity, 140

and intention to create legal relations. The corre- 141

sponding chapters in the text book are Chapter 4 142

"Formation of Contract: Proposal and Acceptance", 143

Chapter 5 "Consideration", Chapter 6 "Promissory 144

Estoppel", and Chapter 7 "Intention to Create Le- 145

gal Relationships and Capacity". The section head- 146

ings of these chapters represent the corresponding 147

subtopics, such as proposal, acceptance, and mi- 148

nors etc.. There are 55 unique subtopics in total. 149

Based on the main topics and subtopics, we re- 150

cruit four second-year law students and two junior 151

lawyers to gather scenarios in two ways. First, we 152

collect 24 scenarios from tutorial questions, books, 153

and past exam questions. Second, for the remain- 154

ing subtopics, we utilize ChatGPT to suggest can- 155

didate scenarios with the prompt : " You are a 156

legal professional, based on the example scenarios, 157

main topic, and subtopics, create a new scenario 158

around avg_length"̇. The average length is cal- 159

culated based on the human-authored scenarios. 160

This parameter is used to guide ChatGPT to gen- 161

erate scenarios with a length that matches those 162

curated by humans. As the result, the main topics 163

are evenly distributed among all the scenarios, and 164

each subtopic is covered by at least one scenario. 165

To ensure the quality of the scenarios, we ask two 166

of the six law students to evaluate the quality of the 167

scenario candidates using the following questions, 168

as shown in Fig. 1. 169

Figure 1: Scenario evaluation questions.
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The result shows that only 16.67% of scenarios170

are not agreed upon by the annotators. The dis-171

agreement regarding the subtopics stands at 7.41%.172

Moreover, 94.44% of the scenarios are coherent,173

which is a testament of the overall good quality of174

the scenarios. We also found that 66.7% of sce-175

narios are accepted without any revision. Given176

the specific constraints of the scenarios, the qual-177

ity of the scenarios created by both the annotators178

and ChatGPT is good, as evidenced by the results.179

For scenarios requiring revision, the best perform-180

ing annotator is tasked to modify them before any181

further data annotation.182

2.2 Data Annotators and Annotation Tool183

From a pool of applicants, we carefully selected184

six data annotators. This diverse team comprises185

four second-year law students from three distinct186

Malaysian universities and two junior lawyers.187

Compensation was set at MYR30 per hour, reflect-188

ing the complexity and importance of their tasks.189

Each annotator typically requires approximately190

three hours to complete the annotation of a single191

scenario using the IRAC method. These annotators192

are required to have achieved at least a B grade in193

related law subjects. Furthermore, following a com-194

prehensive briefing session, they were mandated to195

pass a specialized pre-test before being recruited.196

To facilitate this intricate annotation process,197

we developed an online data annotation platform,198

grounded in the principles of IRAC methodology.199

It is designed for universal accessibility, requiring200

only an internet connection. It features a ’Review’201

function, allowing annotators to refine and adjust202

their inputs as necessary. Data output is organized203

into a structured .json and ./txt format, significantly204

enhancing efficiency and streamlining the data pro-205

cessing workflow for subsequent analysis 2.206

2.3 Annotation of IRAC Analysis207

Annotation details The following are the details of208

the annotation steps. Figure 2 shows the example209

of the annotation of each step.210

Step 1: Legal concepts identification. Drawing211

from a predefined list of legal concepts, annotators212

are tasked with highlighting relevant legal concepts213

within the presented scenarios. They are primarily214

guided to reference the index of a designated legal215

textbook, for example: ’advertisements:invitation216

to treat’,’acceptance:proposal conditions’,’offeree’.217

2Website: https://legal-annotator.vercel.app/

This approach ensures that the identification of 218

legal concepts is grounded in authoritative legal 219

sources, providing a robust foundation for further 220

analysis. However, given the dynamic nature of 221

legal terminology, the procedure does support flex- 222

ibility where common legal concepts, such as ’of- 223

feror’, if not listed in the index, the annotators have 224

the discretion to incorporate these terms. 225

Step 2: Issue and decompose questions. The 226

annotators need to input the main issues for the 227

given scenarios. The main questions should be 228

based on ’Was there a valid contract between A 229

and B?’, while the decomposed questions should 230

be the sub-issues based on the scenarios. Figure 2 231

shows example issues and decomposed questions. 232

Step 3: Rules. The annotators need to select the 233

relevant sections from a drop-down list containing 234

all the sections from the Contract Act 1950. For 235

example, ’Section 2a’. In total, we have 280 sec- 236

tions listed in the database. Additionally, in the text 237

box, they must input related court cases with page 238

numbers. For instance, Eckhardt Marine GMBH 239

v Sheriff, High Court of Malaya, Seremban & Ors 240

[2001] 4 MLJ 4 (CA) [3/4]. These input contents 241

will be displayed as buttons, which they can reuse 242

in the analysis. 243

Step 4: Analysis. In the analysis, annotators are 244

required to analyze the given scenario in point form. 245

They are encouraged to use IF...THEN.... condi- 246

tional statements for the analysis. One example of 247

the analysis: "1. IF Vanessa’s advertisement is an 248

invitation to treat, then {she receives a call from 249

a customer, Niko, to reserve that vinyl. {[Niko’s 250

reply to the invitation to treat]} is an offer {Sec- 251

tion 2a}{Preston Corp Sdn Bhd v Edward Leong 252

[1982] 2 MLJ 22 (FC)[2/4]}. 2. IF {Fine, I will 253

reserve the vinyl for you until Wednesday 8pm. If I 254

don’t hear from you by then, I will sell the vinyl for 255

someone else {[Vanessa’s reply to the offer]} is an 256

absolute and unqualified acceptance, then there is 257

a valid acceptance {Section 7a}.". The {} indicates 258

the legal concepts which the annotators highlight 259

in the previous step. They need to reuse the le- 260

gal concepts, sections and court cases, wherever 261

applicable. 262

Step 5: Conclusion. The last step of IRAC is 263

conclusion, which answers the main questions. Ac- 264

cording to common legal practice, it is intended to 265

present the full sentence of the conclusion. There- 266

fore, we provide a text box for inputting the con- 267

clusion. For instance, "There is no valid contract 268

between Emma and Danny." 269
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Figure 2: Example of annotation.

2.3.1 Data Quality Insurance270

Drawing upon the principles of the IRAC method-271

ology and its associated standards, we develop com-272

prehensive annotation guidelines to streamline the273

evaluation process. The evaluation covers six dis-274

tinct aspects: overall performance, issue identifica-275

tion, rule clarification, legal concept identification,276

analytical generation, and the conclusions. For277

each area, we establish three evaluation criteria:278

-1 for disagreement, 1 for agreement, and 0 for279

neutrality. Specific instructions are provided for280

each score in every area, as detailed in our guide-281

lines.3 For each scenario, another annotator per-282

forms verification by assigning scores based on283

these evaluation criteria. The inter-rater agreement284

rate surpasses 0.8 demonstrating a high level of285

consistency among evaluators. In instances of dis-286

agreement, we consult an expert to make the final287

decision and to implement necessary adjustments.288

3Evaluation Guidelines: https://anonymous.4open.
science/r/CLIRAC-B3FC/Evaluton%20Guidelines.pdf

2.4 Structured Knowledge Graphs 289

Structured Knowledge Graphs (SKGs) significantly 290

enhance Large Language Models (LLMs) by pro- 291

viding organized, interconnected data representa- 292

tions. This methodical arrangement allows LLMs 293

to make coherent and clear interpretations, align- 294

ing seamlessly with their ability to recognize data 295

patterns and relationships. This is particularly ben- 296

eficial in domains that demand precision, such as 297

scientific research, financial analysis, and medical 298

diagnostics (Sajid, 2023). 299

Legal text often resembles structured knowledge. 300

For example, under the Contract Act 1970, Section 301

2(a) states: "when one person signifies to another 302

his willingness to do or to abstain from doing any- 303

thing, with a view to obtaining the assent of that 304

other to the act or abstinence, he is said to make a 305

proposal;" .This section is related to the legal con- 306

cept "offer" and corresponds to paragraph P4-014 307

in the text book. 308

Given the nature of legal knowledge and the ben- 309

efits of SKGs for LLMs, we design an SKG based 310

on the legal knowledge from book paragraphs, le- 311

gal concepts, laws, and court cases. 312
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The Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the313

knowledge graph is shown in Fig 3.314

Figure 3: ERD diagram of the legal knowledge struc-
ture.

By using the SKG, we can access related infor-315

mation based on any given data point. For exam-316

ple, legal concept is "absolute," the output find the317

related paragraphs with associated laws or court318

cases. From the output we know that the related319

law is Section 2(a) and Section 7(a)"320

From the SKG, we understand that even with321

just a part of the information, we can trace all re-322

lated data. The paragraphs provide explanations323

for the associated legal concepts. Normally, legal324

concepts and laws are challenging to process or un-325

derstand. However, the paragraphs from the book326

are closer to common English. One of the main ad-327

vantage to use SKG it is help to lower the language328

gap between legal language and common English.329

In addition, compared to using other knowledge330

graphs, our SKG are specifically related to the cur-331

rent scenario and offer supporting information for332

the relevant paragraphs, court cases, or laws. In the333

follwoing section, we will dicsus more about the334

applciation of SKG.335

2.5 Data Statistics336

Data supporting Legal AI, particularly in fostering337

reasoning capabilities, is indeed rare and the task338

of annotating for reasoning is challenging. In our339

comparative analysis presented in Table 1, we eval-340

uate our dataset LegalSemi against other notable341

works in this domain.342

Among these, SIRAC (Kang et al., 2023)343

emerges as the most comparable dataset to ours.344

However, LegalSemi surpasses SIRAC in several345

key aspects: greater number of scenarios, longer346

average scenario lengths, legal concepts and linked347

with an external knowledge graph. These enhance-348

ments not only add complexity but also depth to349

Figure 4: Flow of the legal reasoning

the dataset. 350

SARA (Holzenberger and Van Durme, 2021), 351

another dataset in the comparison, does not employ 352

the IRAC analysis, which is a critical framework 353

for structured legal reasoning. In addition, they 354

have very limited rules (7 rules) applied. Legal 355

Bench (Guha et al., 2022), while valuable, are con- 356

strained by their use of fixed decomposed questions 357

for the reasoning process. This approach may re- 358

strict the flexibility and adaptability of the reason- 359

ing process to diverse legal scenarios. 360

3 Experiments and Results 361

In this section, we provide the baseline experiments 362

for the legal reasoning tasks. Figure 4 shows the 363

flow of legal reasoning using the IRAC method- 364

ology. To perform comprehensive reasoning, we 365

separate the tasks based on legal concepts, decom- 366

posed questions, analysis with rules, and conclu- 367

sions. We present a comprehensive analysis of 368

the experiments conducted and the results obtained 369

from LegalSemi. Our primary objective is to en- 370

hance the legal reasoning framework based on the 371

insights derived from our collected data. 372

3.1 Incorporation of Legal Concepts for 373

Generation of Decomposed Questions 374

A legal concept refers to the entity highlighted by 375

legal professionals. These concepts typically linked 376

to the key issues in given legal scenarios. However, 377

compared to common entities, legal concepts are 378

more challenging to extract from the scenario text. 379

For example, in the legal context, an advertisement 380

to sell a book is considered an "invitation to treat," 381

whereas in a common sense context, an advertise- 382

ment is more directly associated with the product 383

and its purchase. As experiments for all different 384

LLMs, we found that Mistral-7b currently stands 385

out for its efficiency in legal concept identification 386

with accuracy of 92%. 387

Kang et al. (2023) demonstrate that decomposed 388

questions aid the overall reasoning process. How- 389

ever, generating precise decomposed questions re- 390
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Num
Scenario

Avg Scenario
Len

IRAC
Legal
Concept

Avg_
DecomQ

Paris of
legalQA

Rules
Analysis
Avg Len

External
Knowledge

SIRAC
(Kang et al., 2023)

40 585 yes 0 3.35 21 58 7.05 No

Legal_Semi 54 1048 yes 297 3.85 262 90 13.4 Yes
sara_entailment
(Holzenberger and Van Durme, 2021)

277 99.25 no 60 NA 375 9 No No

sara_numeric
(Holzenberger and Van Durme, 2021)

100 255.5 no 60 NA 100 9 No No

LEGAL BENCH
legal_reasoning_causality
(Guha et al., 2022)

59 1153.5 yes 0 3 59 No No No

legal BENCH
contract_qa
(Guha et al., 2022)

88 264.25 yes 0 7 88 No No No

Table 1: The statistics of the relevant datasets.

Model / Methods Direct
Direct&

RAP
Direct &

Legal Concept

Direct &
Legal Concepts&

RAP
WIN/TIE/LOSS

GPT3.5 0.79 0.75 0.86 0.85 2078/267/215
Llama2-70b-chat 0.31 0.32 0.36 0.49 602/105/103
Mistral-7b-instruct 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.25 764/1200/852
Gemini 0.69 0.69 0.59 0.67 1429/434/337

Table 2: Evaluation result for the decompose questions.

mains a significant challenge. LegalBench (Guha391

et al., 2022) employs a fixed list of decomposed392

questions, which is not optimal for the legal field393

due to the unique nature of each scenario. There-394

fore, we set up experiments use legal concepts as395

a guide, helping the LLMs generate the correct396

decomposed questions.397

Result and discussion. Table 2 showcases the398

automated outcomes for all considered models, re-399

vealing GPT-3.5’s consistent strong performance400

with an accuracy of 85%, marking the highest ac-401

curacy achieved. Notably, Gemini exhibits perfor-402

mance levels closely resembling those of GPT-3.5,403

distinguishing itself among the models.404

With the usage of legal concepts, the result in-405

creases by 7% for GPT-3.5. The strength of GPT-406

3.5 lies in its proficient generation of effectively407

decomposed questions, contributing to its supe-408

rior performance. Integrating legal concepts en-409

hances accuracy across models, except for Mistral-410

7b. This suggests GPT-3.5’s existing capabilities411

are already optimized, making additional prompts412

less impactful. Despite enhancements in other mod-413

els, GPT-3.5 maintains its lead, underscoring its ro-414

bustness in this task. Gemini, despite slight differ-415

ences from other models, performs commendably416

and offers cost advantages being freely accessible.417

3.2 Rule Retrieval 418

Rule retrieval presents a significant challenge for 419

Large Language Models (LLMs). From our pre- 420

liminary experiments, we observe that LLMs face 421

challenges in accurately identifying the Rule com- 422

ponent in legal cases. To address this issue, we 423

have explored different methods aiming at enhanc- 424

ing the rule retrieval with or without the SKG. 425

3.2.1 Experimental Setup 426

In our experiments, we vary between different 427

types of queries, different types of documents for 428

building the search indexes, with or without rerank- 429

ing, detailed below. 430

Queries. We consider two different types of 431

queries: scenario texts or legal concepts. Herein, 432

a scenario is mapped to an TF-IDF query vector 433

for a traditional IR engine. Legal concepts are sent 434

as SQL queries. Legal concepts are estimated by 435

using LLMs. Among the LLMs being evaluated, 436

Mistral-7b-instruct (Jiang et al., 2023) is chosen 437

because it achieves an accuracy of 92%. 438

Indexing. To test the effectiveness of our index- 439

ing strategies, we deploy the queries from previous 440

steps. We use TF-IDF as indexing system that 441

builds indexes for the fast search of documents 442

given their feature vectors. We compare building 443

the index with either legal rules or interpretations 444

in lay language. As the interpretations extracted 445

from the textbook have a low coverage, we also 446

apply ChatGPT to generate interpretations for the 447

uncovered legal rules. 448

Similarity Measures. As textual queries are em- 449

bedded into TF-IDF vectors, we apply Euclidean 450

distance as the similarity measure to compare tex- 451

tual queries with indexed documents. 452
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Reranking methods. When legal concepts are453

issued as queries, we rerank retrieved legal rules454

directly using TF-IDF vectors or using associated455

interpretations. Herein, we also consider using the456

interpretations generated by ChatGPT.457

Evaluation metrics We consider precision, re-458

call, and F1 scores at top-k retrieved results, where459

k =5, 10, and 50, respectively.460

3.2.2 Results and Discussions461

Language Gap between Scenarios and Law.462

We compare first different document types for in-463

dexing when using scenarios as queries, without464

reranking. As shown in the upper part of Table465

3, precision at varying top-k are below 3% and466

the highest recall is 12.5% when using scenarios as467

textual queries and legal rules as the index. With in-468

terpretations as the index, the precision is improved469

but the recalls drop significantly.470

One of the main reasons is the language gap be-471

tween law and scenarios. Scenarios are expressed472

in plain English, whereas the law uses legalese. For473

example: Sec 2a: when one person signifies to an-474

other his willingness to do or to abstain from doing475

anything, with a view to obtaining the assent of that476

other to the act or abstinence, he is said to make477

a proposal;. "Signifies" here refers to a proposal478

that could be made in any form: orally, in writing,479

through conduct, or a combination of these meth-480

ods. The legal definition which differs compared481

to common English. Although interpretations are482

conveyed using lay language, the coverage of asso-483

ciated legal rules is fairly low because the textbook484

includes a limited number of examples.485

Legal Concepts for Mitigating Semantic Gaps.486

When issuing legal concepts as SQL queries, fol-487

lowed by reranking legal rules based on either as-488

sociated interpretations or the rules directly, we489

observe a surge of recall and a significant improve-490

ment of precision. It suggests that legal concepts491

help mitigate semantic gaps between scenarios and492

legal rules. Interestingly, it’s worth noting that493

when comparing interpretations of law sourced494

from textbooks versus those from GPT-3.5, the495

former tends to yield better results. The highest496

recall rate is achieved when indexing applies text-497

book interpretations, reaching 35.3% in the top 50498

results.499

3.3 Application 500

Legal reasoning poses one of the most significant 501

challenges for current language models. While peo- 502

ple often utilize knowledge graphs and multi-hop 503

reasoning to address complex issues, these meth- 504

ods do not perform well in legal reasoning tasks 505

due to the complex reasoning steps needed for le- 506

gal scenarios. Professionals typically employ the 507

IRAC methodology to conduct the reasoning pro- 508

cess. They begin by identifying the issues and rules, 509

followed by analysis. Kang et al. (2023) show that 510

decomposed questions improve the quality of the 511

analysis. LLMs are more accurate when we ask 512

more specific and simpler questions. It remains to 513

investigate whether LLMs benefit from legal rules 514

and their interpretation for legal analysis. 515

Experiment setup We compare different inputs 516

for LLMs to generate legal analysis for Application: 517

i) a scenario and its main question, ii) decomposed 518

questions based on detected legal concepts, and iii) 519

decomposed questions and the ground truth rules. 520

The prompts used in the experiments are outlined 521

in the Appendix. 522

Results. Table 4 shows the rule application re- 523

sults with different input queries. We use the 524

GPT3.5 to evaluate the results. 525

The analysis of results reveals a significant im- 526

provement across all modules when utilizing de- 527

composed questions and rules derived from ground 528

truth data. Particularly noteworthy is Mistral’s sub- 529

stantial increase of 48% in results upon incorporat- 530

ing decomposed questions and rules. Meanwhile, 531

Gemini maintains its position as the top performer, 532

demonstrating improvement even when employing 533

the same methodology. 534

4 Related Work 535

Legal Reasoning Savelka et al. (2023) analyzed 536

how effectively GPT-4 produces definitions for 537

legal terms found in legislation. Huang et al. 538

(2023) addressed the challenge of improving Large 539

Language Models (LLMs), such as LLaMA, for 540

domain-specific tasks in the legal field. Legal- 541

Bench (Guha et al., 2022) is created through an 542

interdisciplinary procedure for legal scenario anal- 543

ysis using the IRAC methodology. However, their 544

work did not utilize the same legal scenarios for the 545

completed IRAC tasks. Large Language Models 546

(LLMs) have demonstrated significant reasoning 547

abilities, especially when chain-of-thought (CoT) 548
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query: scenario
index: law

query: scenario
index: interpret (text book)

query: scenario
index: gpt_interpret

@ top5 @ top10 @ top50 @ top5 @ top10 @ top50 @ top5 @ top10 @ top50
Precision 2.60% 1.70% 1.40% 4.30% 4.90% 7.80% 3.30% 4.40% 3.20%
Recall 2.90% 3.30% 12.50% 0.90% 1.85% 15.70% 2.30% 9.00% 29.40%
F1 score 2.50% 2.00% 2.50% 1.50% 2.54% 9.50% 2.60% 5.50% 5.60%

query: legal concept + scenario
index: law

query:legal concept+ scenario
index: interpret (text book)

query: legal concept + scenario
index: gpt_interpret

@ top5 @ top10 @ top50 @ top5 @ top10 @ top50 @ top5 @ top10 @ top50
Precision 9.70% 7.50% 3.10% 11.80% 13.30% 11.80% 10.30% 9.00% 4.40%
Recall 32.20% 32.60% 37.20% 35.30% 31.20% 35.30% 33.20% 36.50% 48.50%
F1 score 13.90% 11.50% 5.60% 16.30% 17.20% 16.30% 14.60% 13.50% 7.90%

Table 3: Evaluation Results: Rule retrieval.

Direct RAP DecomQ
DecomQ
&RAP

DecomQ
&Rule&
RAP

WIN/TIE/LOSS

LLAMA 0.34 0.32 0.3 0.41 0.61 637/631/333
MISTRAL 0.23 0.32 0.49 0.36 0.71 1018/742/754
Gemini 0.71 0.67 0.65 0.73 0.76 1178/155/351

Table 4: Application Result

prompting is employed. CoT-style prompting (Wei549

et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2023) involves, given a com-550

plex question (Q), the LLM generating a reasoning551

chain (C) along with the final answer (A). Hao et al.552

(2023) proposed Reasoning via Planning (RAP).553

RAP enhances the LLM with a world model and554

employs principled planning, namely Monte Carlo555

Tree Search (MCTS), to generate high-reward556

reasoning traces following effective exploration,557

demonstrating its superiority over several contem-558

porary CoT-based reasoning approaches. However,559

these approaches, including RAP, have yet to be560

applied in the legal domain, as Legal AI requires561

highly domain-specific legal knowledge rather than562

just common sense knowledge.563

Structured knowledge graph SKILL (Moiseev564

et al., 2022) demonstrated that the results show im-565

provements with pre-trained models on the Wiki-566

data KG, beating the T5 baselines on FreebaseQA,567

WikiHop, and the Wikidata-answerable subset568

of TriviaQA and NaturalQuestions. Knowledge569

graphs with external knowledge can help the model570

improve accuracy and reduce confusion. Lever-571

aging the power of structured knowledge graphs572

is able to enhance the performance of the LLMs.573

The current approach mainly focuses on common574

sense knowledge. Especially in legal reasoning, we575

need external knowledge to ensure that the model576

is capable of providing more accurate answer.577

5 Conclusion 578

In this paper, we introduce LegalSemi, which con- 579

sists of 54 scenarios annotated with IRAC analysis 580

in the area of contract law and an SKG for legal 581

knowledge extracted from a law textbook and legis- 582

lation. The SKG covers legal concepts, legal rules, 583

interpretations in lay language etc. and their rela- 584

tions. Legal concepts from the SKG are particularly 585

useful for improving the quality of decomposing 586

questions by 6%, legal analysis (Application) by 587

21%, and conclusions by 13%. 588

We observe that LLMs fall short of identifying 589

relevant legal rules accurately by having the mean 590

precision at top-5 below 3%. By leveraging the 591

SKG, we achieve a remarkable improvement of the 592

rule retrieval at 17.2% of the F1 score. Using legal 593

concepts as queries greatly improve both precision 594

and recall for rule retrieval. 595

Our analysis of various LLMs shows that self- 596

check prompts has led to a 14% improvement in 597

the accuracy of LLMs across four different tasks. 598

While Mistral-7b excels in identifying legal con- 599

cepts, it requires further refinement for accuracy. 600

However, a notable limitation across LLMs is that 601

they struggle with accurately identifying the cor- 602

rect rule for given scenarios. The introduction of 603

the SKG has significantly enhanced rule retrieval. 604

With the rules and decompose questions, the analy- 605

sis result improved 48%. 606

Future work will focus on enhancing the content 607

linkage within the SKG to cover a broader range 608

of legal concepts. Additionally, we aim to imple- 609

ment more advanced re-ranking models to further 610

improve rule retrieval for legal analysis. This study 611

underscores the potential and areas for improve- 612

ment in employing LLMs for IRAC analysis. 613
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6 Limitation614

In this study, our primary emphasis revolves around615

examining scenarios that pertain specifically to the616

’Formation of Contract’ as delineated within the617

Malaysia Contract Law. While our dataset may618

exhibit limitations in terms of the breadth of legal619

scenarios available for analysis, it remains robust620

in its coverage of all essential topics to contract for-621

mation. Despite potential constraints, such as data622

availability or accessibility, our dataset is meticu-623

lously curated to encompass a comprehensive spec-624

trum of scenarios relevant to the legal domain, en-625

suring a thorough investigation into the intricacies626

of contract formation under Malaysian law.627

Furthermore, an additional limitation inherent in628

our study lies in the selection of LLMs employed629

for our experiments. Our study opts for a more630

focused approach by utilizing a limited subset of631

these models. While this decision may result in632

a narrower scope of analysis compared to stud-633

ies incorporating a broader array of LLMs, it en-634

sures consistency and reliability in our experimen-635

tal methodology. Despite this limitation, our choice636

of employing the most widely used and recognized637

LLM ensures that our findings are grounded in638

established practices within the field of natural lan-639

guage processing and legal analysis.640
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A Appendix716

A.1 Annotation Guidelines717

Project Overview Develop a machine learning718

system for in-depth analysis of legal scenarios,719

specifically focusing on Contract Law utilising720

the IRAC (Issue, Rule, Analysis, and Conclusion)721

methodology.722

Methodology: Apply Contract Law principles to723

annotate data using the IRAC framework.724

Project Requirements725

• Contract Law Expertise: A comprehensive726

understanding of Contract Law, particularly727

in relation to contract formation, is essential.728

• Responsibility and Time Management: Com-729

mitment to assigned tasks and timely comple-730

tion is crucial.731

• Basic IT Knowledge: Familiarity with com-732

puter systems and basic IT concepts is pre-733

ferred.734

• Communication and Teamwork: Strong com-735

munication skills and ability to collaborate736

effectively within a team are important.737

• Pass the pre-test before starting the real anno-738

tation work.739

Data Annotation Outcomes740

• Publication: The annotated dataset will be741

used for benchmarking and may be published742

in a journal or presented at a conference.743

• Further Research: The annotated data will744

serve as a resource for subsequent machine745

learning research.746

Benefits747

• Research Assistant Experience: Opportunity748

to work as a Data Annotator on a research749

project.750

• Flexibility: Remote work with flexible hours.751

• Compensation: RM 30 per hour.752

Annotation Tasks 753

• Evaluation of Legal Scenarios: Analyse and 754

evaluate legal scenarios as per the IRAC 755

framework. 756

• IRAC Analysis for Contract Formation: Ap- 757

ply IRAC methodology to analyse contract 758

formation in provided scenarios. 759

• Decomposed Questions and Court Case Ref- 760

erences: Generate relevant decomposed ques- 761

tions for each IRAC segment and include re- 762

lated court cases with page numbers. 763
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